Connection brings unexpected aesthetic choices and enviable versatility.

L-unit featuring Special Veneer - Graphite. Shown with a Riley chair.
When a conventional shape needs an unconventional look, try a choice from Connection’s Special Veneer offering.

U-unit featuring Special Veneer – Quarter Walnut. Shown without metal inlays, a 3form® modesty panel, white glass hutch doors, and a Riley chair.
By integrating an adjustable height table, this L-unit offers sitting and standing work postures.

L-unit featuring a worksurface extension with an adjustable height table. Shown with a Riley chair.
For a full-size adjustable height worksurface, Connection provides arc-top and rectangular top shapes.

Arc-top adjustable height table desk featuring mobile pedestals. Shown with a Riley chair.
Seen from any angle, L- and U-units with bench pedestals offer storage, seating or both in a compact footprint.

Shown with the Laser HPL upgrade on the U-unit and wall-mount cabinet doors. All with Riley chairs.

L-unit with three bench pedestals and a mobile pedestal.

U-unit with a multi-ped bench unit and wall-mount cabinet.
For all of the progressive appeal it delivers, Connection responds just as beautifully when a restrained look meets the need.

Shown without metal inlays on the Single Pedestal Computer Desk and the Storage Organizer Hutch. All with Riley chairs.
**CONNECTION**

Because each component is specified separately, combinations of different componentry allow for ultimate flexibility.

Single Pedestal U-unit featuring bench pedestals and wall-mount cabinet. Shown with a Riley chair.
**Standard Veneer**

Walnut, cherry and maple plain-sliced veneers are included in the list price of each Connection model. Coordinating finishes protect and enhance the natural beauty of each species.

- Sunrise maple
- Natural walnut
- Natural cherry
- Amber cherry
- Crescent cherry on walnut
- Empire walnut

**Special Veneer**

These optional veneers join together a look only nature can provide with a woodworker’s desire for unique, memorable furniture. The consistency of these double-cut veneers is showcased using a clear topcoat finish only.

- Sv cremello
- Sv graphite
- Sv khaki
- Sv coffee

**Connection**

Choices in color, tone and grain distinguish Connection's veneer offering. Request samples from your Jasper Desk representative or contact Jasper Desk at 800.365.7994.

- Mahogany on cherry
- Collector’s cherry
- Cinnamon cherry
- Mocha cherry
- Royale walnut
- Espresso on walnut
- Richleigh walnut
- Collector’s cherry
- Espresso on walnut

Please use actual samples for specification or contact your Jasper Desk representative.
**Edges**
- square
- kerf
- camber
- channel

**Pulls**
- aluminum bar - short
- aluminum bar - medium
- aluminum bar - long

**Metal Inlay**
- standard on
- pedestal backs
- modesty panels of
- P-tops
- conference tops
- work surface extensions
- wall-mount cabinets
- hutches
to delete, specify NM when ordering

**Standard Veneer**
- natural cherry
- amber cherry
- cinnamon cherry
- collector's cherry
- mocha cherry
- mahogany on cherry
- natural walnut
- empire walnut
- royale walnut
- richleigh walnut
- espresso on walnut
- crescent cherry on walnut
- old world mahogany on walnut
- sunrise maple

**Quarter Walnut And Cherry Finish Options**
Jasper Desk’s walnut and cherry finishes are available on quarter cut walnut and quarter cut cherry as an option. When ordering, specify QTR Walnut or QTR Cherry with the applicable finish name.
Contact your Jasper Desk representative for details and pricing.

**Special Veneer**
- sv cremello
- sv graphite
- sv khaki
- sv coffee

**3form® Panels**
- drift blue
- drift brown
- drift green
- sv cremino
- sv graphite
- drift blue
- drift brown
- drift green
- hush grass
- hush natural
- linen wheat
- linen white
- linea ivory
- weisp silver

**Laser HPL**
upgrade available to replace wood surfaces on
- drawer fronts
- pedestal backs
- modesty panels
- hutch doors

**Frosted Glass**
upgrade replaces wood surfaces on
- modesty panels
- hutch doors

Please use actual samples for specification or contact your Jasper Desk representative. 3form® is a registered trademark of 3form, Inc.

**Connection**
Please refer to the price list or contact your Jasper Desk representative for questions about materials applications.
For information about custom finishes, custom materials or custom products, please call Jasper Desk at 800.365.7994.

Front and back cover: U-unit featuring bench pedestals. Shown with Special Veneer – Graphite, Laser HPL, drawer front upgrade and a Riley chair.